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I. Wait, what is ArbCom again? (And why 
should I care?)

II. What is going well?
III. What could be improved?
IV. Audience questions, hopefully copious!
V. (No ideation exercise today, alas!)
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WHAT WE’RE TALKING ABOUT TODAY



Wait, what exactly is the 
Arbitration Committee?
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WHAT IS ARBCOM?



Wait, what exactly is the 
Arbitration Committee?
● “The Arbitration Committee is the panel of editors responsible 

for conducting the Wikipedia arbitration process. It has the 
authority to impose binding solutions to disputes between 
editors, primarily for serious conduct disputes the community 
has been unable to resolve.” (WP:AC)

● 15 of us, elected by you for two-year terms (say hi, a few of us 
are here at WCNA!)
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WHAT IS ARBCOM?



Bit of an evolution
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2023
(5 cases YTD)

2005
(102 cases)

WHAT IS ARBCOM?

Important as a 
backstop!



Now, ArbCom’s an iceberg.
formal cases (conduct, 

not content)

block appeals
(100s)

checkuser/oversight 
appointment + 

supervision

private-evidence 
matters (e.g. child 

protection)

AE & “contentious 
topics” design 

(formerly 
“discretionary 

sanctions”)

WMF liasing
off-wiki harassmentsockpuppetry, UPE, 

disinformation
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WHAT IS ARBCOM?
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</facts>
<opinion>
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What is going well?
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1) ArbCom gets dedicated people who care
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WHAT IS GOING WELL?

● Every year I’ve met such incredible people through 
ArbCom!

● Some of our best volunteers who sign up to spend 
5-15+ hours a week, for years on end, trying their very 
best at a difficult job.



2) Quality of our full case decisions
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WHAT IS GOING WELL?

● One of our big strong points! 
● Measured, deliberative, careful — more than other 

Wikipedia processes, like AN/I, allow.
● Case structure and timing allows for more measured 

and careful participation by parties and consideration 
by arbitrators.



3) WMF relationships
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WHAT IS GOING WELL?

● The biggest surprise for me on the Committee!
● Monthly calls with Trust and Safety, as well as other 

relevant offices as needed.
● Grown to be very impressed by the drive, care, and 

dedication that our counterparts bring to their roles.
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What could be improved?
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1) Administrative capacity: case and email 
management*
● Ugh. 
● Currently no internal case management system. 
● Almost entirely conducted by email, leading to many more 

emails than ideal
● Clerks can’t assist with the bulk of the iceberg.
● With more administrative/clerical capacity, we could plausibly 

do more for the community!

WHAT COULD BE IMPROVED?

*This is possibly an idiosyncratic concern of mine
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2) Documentation for parties/participants
● Pretty confusing! 
● Arbitration is by nature a stressful and unusual process with 

which most Wikipedians are unfamiliar.
● Complicated procedures are not explained well. Probably leads 

to a lot of stress and confusion!

WHAT COULD BE IMPROVED?
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3) Documentation for contentious topics 
and arbitration enforcement*
● Contentious topics and arbitration enforcement templates and 

processes are the most common ArbCom touchpoint for most 
Wikipedians.

● And they’re still confusing and a bit scary!
● Some progress with CT2022, but I think there’s much work left 

to do.

WHAT COULD BE IMPROVED?

*If designing better templates and documentation for CTOP/AE interests you, definitely get in touch 
to explore either an ArbCom clerkship or more informal collaboration! In December 2022, ArbCom 
made it easier to improve them.



What I hope you take away from 
this talk:
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1. ArbCom does a lot of good work for Wikipedia in many different areas, more than 
most realize.

2. Get involved even if you don’t fit the stereotypical “dispute resolution” persona, if 
you think you are otherwise a good fit! ArbCom always needs new perspectives — maybe 
you’ll be the one to tackle these issues.

○ Especially if you have one or more of the following traits: interested in operations 
(appeals processing, process improvements); interested in policy and system 
design; good sense of the pulse of the community; good at building relationships; 
technical skills; or have ideas for improvements!

○ Elections open soon, but also consider an ArbCom clerkship or just helping out! 
(Reach out!)

3. Everything on Wikipedia has almost infinite fractal depth, and these system design 
questions are important across them all.



Questions? :-)

Kevin Li
User:L235 (w.wiki/Q7)
kevinl.wiki@protonmail.com
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